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Everton recover four times in breathtaking cup tie 
Everton 4 Liverpool 4(aet; score at 90min: 3-3)  
LAST night's extended Merseyside derby at Goodison Park, the 172nd to be 
staged between the city neighbours, is justifiably being hailed as the finest in 
memory.  
For unremitting quality and dramatic twists, the FA Cup fifth round replay 
touched heights which stretched credibility, especially towards the end of a 
breathtaking two hours.  
Four times Liverpool were ahead, four times Everton came back. The teams must 
return to the same arena next Wednesday to compete for the right to visit West 
Ham United next month. It will be their fourth collision in only 18 days.  
Peter Beardsley, who has been a victim of injury and his manager's curious 
selection policy, was the first to illuminate the evening. He was a principal figure 
in Liverpool's irresistible opening to the season and was the first division's leading 
scorer three months ago, but he had not started for Liverpool this year. However, 
Kenny Dalglish decided instead to omit David Speedie, who scored twice in the 
League win over Everton 11 days ago.  
With Newell also returning to resume his partnership with Sharp and enhance 
Everton's aerial power up front, both sides were reinforced by their accustomed 
attacks.  
Within a few minutes Beardsley began to establish Liverpool's authority, with a 
swerving drive which Southall could not hold, though he parried Rush's attempt 
to turn in the rebound. Beardsley's defensive colleagues, though, were to persist 
in conceding the advantage he later gained.  
Ratcliffe, in turn, contributed to Everton's initial downfall when he failed to 
control a clearance directed by Staunton along a touchline in the 34th minute.  
Rush accelerated away from one of his Welsh colleagues before bemusing 
another, Southall. Although Hinchliffe blocked his attempt on the line, the 
rebound fell for Beardsley, who scored.  
Liverpool, uncharacteristically diffident on their own ground last Sunday, were 
momentarily swaggering and in complete control. Their opponents, who believe 
they were denied a legitimate penalty at Anfield, conceded possession with 
unnecessary regularity and were relieved not to fall further behind before the 
interval.  
After it they were utterly transformed.Within a couple of minutes, they had 
illustrated Liverpool's aerial vulnerability and equalised.  
The source, a deep cross, was predictable. Struck by Hinchcliffe, it was headed 
home by Sharp. Thereafter Everton had no urgent need to create their own 
openings. They were offered them freely.  
Beardsley relieved Liverpool's uncertainty in the 72nd minute with a goal of pure 
inspiration. Using the mobility he had shown throughout the evening, he 
deliberately threaded a pass along the edge of the area before unleashing a firm 
and measured drive beyond the reach of Southall.  
The lead evaporated almost immediately amid another of Liverpool's unfamiliar 
muddles. Hysen, invariably at the centre of the needless confusion, had already 
inadvertently released Nevin and in the 74th minute the captain and Grobbelaar, 
the goalkeeper, challenged each other and succeeded only in inviting Sharp to 
restore the equilibrium and Everton's belief.  
The wildly fluctuating pattern continued, though, a mere four minutes later. 
Molby, a colossus of composure and finesse in his role as the midfield leader in 
the absence of McMahon and Whelan, seemed to have crowned his individual 
performance with a deft chip which was glanced in equally precisely by Rush.  
The Welshman's 24th derby goal in 28 appearances would have been decisive if 
Liverpool had not hesitated once again in the final seconds of normal time. They 
permitted Everton's two substitutes to gain an additional half hour when they 
failed to restrict McCall, whose pass was swept crisply home by Cottee.  
Liverpool, all but knocked out at Blackburn Rovers in the third round and almost 
eliminated at Brighton in the fourth, appeared prepared to return the favours 
shown to them earlier in the competition. To Dalglish's understandable anger, 
they were to repeat the feat in extra-time after Barnes had claimed the most 
glorious of the eight goals.  
He bemused Ebbrell, who had been involved in the shuddering collision in which 
McMahon was injured at the weekend, and with his right foot, as opposed to his 
more accurate left, he curled his shot delicately over Southall. Molby later paid 
tribute to the expertise of his colleague. ``There were lots of good goals tonight,'' 
he said, ``but John Barnes's was very special.''  
Again that should have been enough for Liverpool, aiming to become the only 
remaining northern representatives in the competition, to qualify for the quarter-
finals. But for another of Hysen's unforced errors, there would have been no need 
so soon for a 173rd derby.  
When Liverpool's captain received an innocent back-pass from Molby, he lost 
concentration and, thinking that the ball would reach his goalkeeper safely, let it 
go through his legs. Cottee stole in to earn Everton at least another 90 minutes.  
EVERTON: N Southall; R Atteveld (sub: S McCall), A Hinchcliffe, K Ratcliffe, D 
Watson, M Keown, P Nevin (sub: A Cottee), N McDonald, G Sharp, M Newell, J 
Ebbrell.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; G Hysen, D Burrows, S Nicol, J Molby, G Ablett, P 
Beardsley, S Staunton, I Rush, J Barnes, B Venison.  
Referee: N Midgley. 
 
 

 
Cottee stems Liverpool’s late Rush 
IN A fifth-round tie of quite extraordinary passion and excitement, to say nothing 
of high drama, Everton's Tony Cottee, an 86th-minute substitute, twice saved the 
match for Everton, levelling the score at 3-3 with 40 seconds remaining and 
equalising again in the second period of extra-time.  
When Barnes curled in a right-foot shot of mouth-watering touch and precision to 
put Liverpool ahead for the fourth time, it seemed this was the goal that would 
finally take his side through to a sixth-round tie against West Ham at Upton Park. 
It deserved to, but there was no denying Everton and Cottee. And so it is back to 
Goodison next Wednesday, if anybody's nerves can stand the strain.  
Where to begin? By the end of the second half of normal time the first 45 minutes 
seemed light-years away, such was the intensity and the incident. When Rush 
headed in Molby's cross in the 77th minute for a 3-2 lead, Liverpool really must 
have believed they had won the game. And as the final minute ticked away, so did 
almost everybody else. Enter Cottee, so often a forlorn figure this season.  
At last, with Liverpool supporters almost on their knees in desperation, Kenny 
Dalglish had Beardsley in the side in place of Speedie from the off. Dalglish chose 
to play Burrows in midfield with Staunton at left-back. The Liverpool manager 
presumably felt that the stern tackling of Burrows would go some way towards 
replacing the injured McMahon. Certainly Burrows did not endear himself to the 
home crowd with a clattering tackle on Nevin.  
Immediately there was a greater fluency about Liverpool's play. Their passing was 
altogether more accurate and incisive. The pressure that Everton had applied at 
Anfield last Sunday was now exerted on them, although Ebbrell had an excellent 
chance to put the home side ahead after Sharp had knocked down a Hinchcliffe 
cross.  
Sheedy was missing for Everton having tweaked his hamstring in the first 
encounter, and Newell was back to partner Sharp, a move obviously designed to 
exploit the aerial uncertainty Liverpool had suffered of late at set-pieces.  
With the tightest of tight games in prospect this, and a half chance for Rush, 
seemed to take on huge importance. In fact they were largely irrelevant as what 
Howard Kendall described as 'one of the greatest cup ties ever' unfolded its rich 
tapestry.  
The scoring began when Rush seized on a mistake by Ratcliffe to home in on 
Southall. Hinchcliffe cleared off the line, Rush knocked the ball sideways and 
Beardsley brought a gush of joy to Liverpool hearts.  
By half-time Everton were looking decidedly ragged but Sharp's header two 
minutes into the second half sent adrenalin coursing through Everton's veins. 
Suddenly it was Liverpool who appeared frayed at the edges and they were still 
digging deep into their resources when a wonderful goal by Beardsley swung the 
game back their way.  
Molby and Burrows, tight on the right, worked Beardsley clear and the England 
international drifted across the Everton defence who watched him as if 
mesmerised. The goal appeared, his left leg swung and Southall was left to dive 
but not to touch.  
Lesser sides than Everton might have capitulated. But this was not a mere cup tie. 
This was a Merseyside derby. Back came the Blues, transforming melancholy into 
pure delight. Grobbelaar and Nicol performed an excuse-me on the edge of the 
penalty area and Sharp ran on, virtually unchallenged, to equalise. It was 
becoming a habit, and continued to be.  
There really was no knowing where the next goal would come from, or from 
which side. Perhaps, on reflection, Rush was the obvious choice. Rarely does he 
go two derbies without scoring, and when he headed in Molby's cross it was his 
24th goal in 28 Merseyside affairs.  
And that, or so it seemed, was that. Not so. With four minutes left Nevin gave way 
to Cottee, a move that at the time appeared little more than a last-ditch gamble. 
Some gamble.  
A flick by McCall and there was the little man nipping in where nobody, least of all 
the Liverpool defence, expected. It was 3-3 and extra-time. And extra gulps of air. 
As the drizzle began to fall it fairly steamed off the Goodison pitch.  
Barnes's pearl of a curl once again appeared to have settled matters, and this 
after Southall had made quite brilliant saves from Rush and Venison. But with six 
minutes of extra-time left Cottee did it again. What an evening, what a match and 
what price a spare ticket for next week?  
Everton: Southall; Atteveld (McCall, h-t), Hinchcliffe, Ratcliffe, Watson, Keown, 
Nevin (Cottee, 86min), McDonald, Sharp, Newell, Ebbrell.  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Hysen, Burrows, Nicol, Molby, Ablett, Beardsley, Staunton, 
Rush, Barnes, Venison.  
Referee: N Midgley (Bolton). 
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 Two-goal Cottee earns Everton another chance 
Tony Cottee, one of Merseyside's footballing outcasts, made the most of two 
moments of Liverpool chaos last night to take Everton into yet another 5th round 
replay - at Goodison Park, next Wednesday. 
Never in the previous 172 matches between the two Merseyside giants has there 
been a game filled with such incident and excitement as this 4-4 draw, after extra-
time. 
Four times Liverpool inspired by their re-united strikeforce of Beardsley, Rush and 
Barnes, took what seemed to be a decisive lead. But each time Everton, once in 
the dying seconds of normal time, somehow found the strength and 
determination to rescue the tie. 
Even the most partisan of Everton supporters will recognise the debt their side 
owes to Liverpool's defensive disarray. Every Everton goal was gift wrapped in 
red. It would be churlish, though to over-emphasize those Liverpool lapses, 
especially when they, like Everton, provided the sort of footballing spectacle that 
can only be found in this corner of England. 
For a long time on this momentous evening, it appeared that Beardsley would hog 
the headlines. For, having been recalled to the Liverpool side, he responded in 
familiar and effective fashion. 
In the first 20 minutes, he was outstanding, giving a perfect illustration of why his 
lengthy absence - he had not started a match for Liverpool since December 15 - 
had prompted so much debate on Merseyside. He looked as sharp as he had been 
at the start of the season when his goals contributed to Liverpool's remarkable 
opening run of 10 successive victories in their first 11 games. 
His exclusion from recent events had been a mystery to everyone, including 
Beardsley himself. Although he gave Liverpool the lead in the 33rd minute, he will 
no doubt pay tribute to the presistence of his striking partner, Rush, the most 
prolific goalscorer in this series of Merseyside derbies. 
His goal seemed to come from nothing, Staunton's left-wing pass fell harmlessly 
at the feet of Ratcliffe but, before he could move, Rush had stripped the ball from 
him. 
Rush rounded Southall but his shot was blocked on the goalline by Hinchcliffe. 
However, Beardsley - lurking as ever - was there to slot home the rebound. 
 So dominant were Liverpool at that stage that any Everton revival seemed 
unlikely. 
 But the revival came when Liverpool's defenders began to panic as Everton 
fought back. In the 48th minute, the Liverpool defence froze and, to compound 
the error, Grobbelaar made only a token attempt to keep Sharp's header out of 
the net. 
 Beardsley's magnificent second goal - a shot from 20 yards on the run after Nicol, 
Molby and finally Burrows had managed, somehow, to wriggle out of the tightest 
of right-wing situations - was of little value. 
 For, two minutes later - in the 74th minute - Liverpool gave Sharp another simple 
goal. A long, defensive clearance was being ushered back to Grobelaar by Hysen 
but the ball ran beyond both - and Sharp held off Nicol's tackle to equalise again. 
 There should have been no way back for Everton, though, after Rush's 24th goal 
in 28 matches against Everton, for there were 13 minutes to go. Molby, who had 
minimised the effects of the absence of such key players as McMahon and 
Whelan, had the time to locate Rush in the heart of the Everton defence. The 
striker's glancing header was simple and decisive. 
 Time was ticking quickly away when Everton then mounted their final attack. 
Ratcliffe's long free kick sounded alarms for Liverpool once more - and again they 
were not heeded. 
 McCall, whose arrival as the second-half substitute had given Everton more 
solidity, swept the ball into the path of Cottee - also a substitute - and the striker's 
low shot beat the exposed Grobbelaar. 
 However, in extra time, Liverpool went ahead again in the 102nd minute with an 
inspired, curling, right-foot shot from Barnes. 
 With only seven minutes separating Liverpool from a quarter final-tie at West 
Ham next month, however, their defensive discipline collapsed and Cottee 
equalised again. 
 Kenny Dalglish, the Liverpool manager, gave the best illustration of how 
memorable last night's replay was at Goodison Park. Mr Dalglish was capped 102 
times by Scotland, played in European Cup Finals, won FA Caps and lifted 
championships north and south of the border. 
For Mr. Dalglish to regard last night's game as one of the greatest he had 
witnessed showed the standards that were reached by the Merseyside rivals last 
night. He said: "if there has ever been any better cup-ties than that, then I wish 
that someone would send me a video of them. I have never been involved in a 
game like that before." 
 Howard Kendall, the Everton manager, was just as effusive about the 4-4 draw 
that means a third match at Goodison Park next Wednesday. He said: "It was one 
of the greatest cup-ties that has ever been seen on Merseyside, if not in football. I 
thought my side were absolutely tremendous, I cannot speak too highly of them 
for coming back to equalise four times." 
 Tony Cottee scored two of the Everton goals but was brought down to the earth 
with the news that he will be in for training this morning while the rest of his 
team-mates get the day off. 

 

 


